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Accurate underground asset/services location and identification






















What is DownUnderID?


DownUnderID is simply the best way to ensure that underground assets are able to be accurately located and identified from the surface, along with relevant information.



DownUnderID uses cost-effective and extremely long-life Komplex® RFID Markers, which are buried with the underground asset/service at strategic points.  Water, Power, Sewer, Telecommunications and Gas assets/services are all individually distinguishable with colour coded Markers that have seperate operating frequencies.


Lower cost analogue Markers can be used to establish the service path, with uniquely coded Smart Markers used to identify specific assets, connections, couplings, joints, terminations, or changes in depth or direction.

Marker locations are logged at deployment and a specialised Locator can be used above-ground to read the RFID Code and accurately identify the asset/service and establish its precise buried location.


The private cloud-based DownUnderID service works in conjunction with your own asset management systems to optimise asset identification in the field.






Download an Information Sheet
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ACCURATE & RELIABLE


The unique combination of QR2id and Komplex® RFID Markers provides a cost-effective way to reliably identify and accurately locate underground assets from the surface.
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GLOBALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS


Each underground Komplex® RFID Marker has a unique QR2id Code, with "Smart Markers" also incorporating a unique RFID Serial Number that can be read from the surface.
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DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SERVICES



Water, Power, Sewer, Telecommunications and Gas assets/services are all individually distinguishable with colour coded Markers that have seperate operating frequencies.
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SIMPLE DEPLOYMENT


QR2id enabled RFID Markers are conveniently deployed by scanning the QR2id Code with any smart phone or tablet using the QR2id App (on or offline).
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ADD PHOTOS & FILES



Conveniently add photos of the installation and orientation to the surrounding area.  Upload manuals and installation documentation to assist with future maintenance tasks.
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UNLIMITED USERS



Authorised users are assigned context sensitive Roles that determine the information and workflows they can access.  Inspectors, in-house staff, and contractors can all use DownUnderID.














Contact Us
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General Enquiries:     info@QR2id.com
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Within Australia:         (07) 3380 4600
International:             +61 7 3380 4600 
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